Quiet Curtains

Custom made, laboratory tested, and field proven STC sound blocking Quiet Curtains™ and Drapes block outside noise, and light. Acoustic Quiet Curtains absorb sound within a room. We can also make combination sound blocking and sound absorbing curtains! Quiet Curtains are designed for both residential and commercial use. All Quiet Curtains are beautiful window treatments that look elegant and will be an asset to any room. These curtains can be used to cover windows, doorways and as room dividers. STC 20 Quiet Curtains can be made in any width and up to 9’ high. Quiet Curtains are especially designed for where fire certification, light weight and multiple curtain constructions are required such as schools, hotels, and other public venues. We can also retrofit existing curtain systems. Acoustic Quiet Curtains reduce reverberation and echo, as well as reduce interference from outside noise. Acoustic Quiet Curtains have tested NRC values (up to 1.00 NRC) to provide precise acoustical control and flexibility. We will help you choose the right curtain to achieve both noise control and the best look for your environment and budget. We will also help you get the right tracks and mounting hardware for your Quiet Curtains. Both our STC and Acoustic Quiet Curtains can be made in a wide range of constructions including pleated, ripplefold, flat panel, roman shades and our new STC 17 roller shades. Additionally, in response to requests from hospitals and doctors, we have developed a special Quiet Hospital Cubicle Curtain to increase patient privacy. With all constructions the result is a very substantial drapery.